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student﻿ interviews,﻿ fieldnotes,﻿ video﻿ capture,﻿ observation﻿ and﻿ student﻿ self-assessment﻿ tools.﻿The﻿
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and﻿pilot﻿an﻿ innovative﻿VLE﻿ to﻿ foster﻿co-creativity﻿ in﻿ learning﻿processes﻿ in﻿ formal﻿and﻿ informal﻿
educational﻿ settings﻿with﻿seven﻿ international﻿partners.﻿Rather﻿ than﻿ focus﻿on﻿creative﻿competition﻿
and﻿‘winning’,﻿the﻿C2Learn﻿computational﻿tools﻿and﻿environment﻿were﻿designed﻿to﻿incorporate﻿the﻿
fundamental﻿elements﻿of﻿co-creativity﻿such﻿as﻿WHC,﻿PT,﻿the﻿4Ps﻿(Walsh﻿et﻿al.,﻿2014;﻿Walsh﻿et﻿al.,﻿
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•﻿ Possibilities﻿(opportunities﻿for﻿possibility﻿ thinking,﻿ transitioning﻿from﻿what﻿ is﻿ to﻿what﻿might﻿
be,﻿co-﻿constructing﻿with﻿others﻿through﻿the﻿C2Learn﻿experience,﻿designing,﻿editing,﻿extending,﻿
and﻿exploring﻿content);
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Figure 1. The C2Space
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The﻿C2Space﻿ allows﻿ students﻿ to﻿ draw﻿ on﻿ their﻿ gaming﻿ literacy﻿ to﻿ interact﻿ creatively﻿ and﻿
collaboratively﻿with﻿each﻿other﻿(Apperley﻿&﻿Walsh,﻿2012;﻿Beavis,﻿Bradford,﻿O’Mara,﻿and﻿Walsh,﻿
2009).﻿Figure﻿2﻿shows﻿a﻿C2Space﻿page﻿offering﻿ethically-driven﻿quests﻿in﻿the﻿middle﻿which﻿when﻿
selected﻿ offer﻿ the﻿ choice﻿ of﻿ games﻿ to﻿ be﻿ played﻿within﻿ the﻿ quests;﻿ 4scribes﻿ (Eladhari,﻿Lopes﻿&﻿
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Figure 3. 4Scribes game mid-game
Figure 2. C2Space in action
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primarily﻿ extrinsic﻿ reward﻿motivators﻿ (Nicholson,﻿2012).﻿The﻿ intention﻿of﻿ the﻿C2Learn﻿Learning﻿
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Tools used for 
pilot
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Figure 4. Creative Stories
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Figure 5. Explore and Expand
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When used in 
research visits
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Across﻿ all﻿ three﻿ sites,﻿ dialogue﻿was﻿mostly﻿ used﻿ for﻿ debating﻿ ideas.﻿ In﻿English﻿ primary﻿ 1,﻿
the﻿ teacher﻿noticed﻿ that﻿ students﻿were﻿debating﻿ their﻿co-constructed﻿story:﻿“it﻿had﻿engaged﻿ them﻿
enough﻿for﻿them﻿to﻿keep﻿going,﻿discussing,﻿and﻿going﻿over﻿what﻿things﻿had﻿happened﻿and﻿what﻿they﻿













Table 4. Actual number of methods used in pilots
Location 
of Pilot
Research visit 1 Research visit 2 Supplementary 
data


















8 8 2 1 2 0 24 24 4 1 6 1 0 3
English﻿
primary﻿2








5 5 1 1 1 0 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0
Greek﻿
primary
24 24 1 1 2 1 22 22 1 1 2 1 2 0
Austrian﻿
secondary
12 12 1 2 1 0 12 12 1 3 1 1 0 0
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and﻿showed﻿a﻿good﻿understanding﻿of﻿ the﻿ storyline.﻿Rich﻿ film﻿ instances﻿also﻿ showed﻿one﻿student﻿
sometimes﻿coming﻿up﻿with﻿surprising﻿ideas﻿when﻿immersed﻿in﻿ the﻿game.﻿In﻿ interview,﻿a﻿ teacher﻿
confirmed﻿this:﻿“they﻿seemed﻿to﻿be﻿thinking﻿more,﻿reflecting﻿more﻿perhaps”.﻿Immersion﻿in﻿English﻿
secondary﻿2﻿also﻿appeared﻿to﻿be﻿maintained﻿through﻿conflict﻿and﻿banter,﻿as﻿evidenced﻿in﻿fieldnotes﻿
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including﻿ fledgling﻿WHC﻿can﻿manifest﻿ for﻿children﻿and﻿young﻿people﻿ in﻿a﻿ specifically﻿designed﻿
VLE.﻿For﻿the﻿10﻿–﻿12﻿year﻿olds﻿across﻿all﻿three﻿countries,﻿all﻿five﻿co-creativity﻿sub-categories﻿were﻿
evidenced,﻿with﻿intervention﻿and﻿re-framing﻿evidenced﻿the﻿least.﻿This﻿indicates﻿that﻿for﻿the﻿younger﻿
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APPENdIX
Figure 6. C2Learn Creativity Wheel: Younger Students
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Figure 7. C2Learn Creativity Wheel: Older Students
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